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On October 24, 1988, the Connecticut Education Association (YEA") and
its local affiliates filed a petition for a declaratory ruling with the
Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations ("Labor Board") pursuant to
C.G.S. Section 4-176 and Sections lo-153e-26  and 27 of the Regulations of
Connecticut State Agencies. The petition in essence requested a ruling
regarding the scope of bargaining over time and location of continuing
education units ("CEUs") under the terms of Public Act 88-273 (P.A. 88-273),
Section 2(l)  (1). Thereafter, we issued an order and notice of hearing
directing CEA to notify the following entities of our intention to rule upon
the issues presented for adjudication:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

All local and regional boards of education within the meaning of
Section lo-153e(b)  of the Connecticut General Statutes;
The Connecticut State Federation of Teachers, AFT, AFL-CIO, at
1781 Wilbur Cross Parkway, Berlin, Connecticut 06037 (CSFT);
The Connecticut Federation of School Administrators, AFL-CIO at
46 Grahaber Road, Tolland,  Connecticut 06084;
All organizations to which both of the following apply:

(a) certified by the State Department of Education as exclusive
bargaining representative for either a unit of teachers or admin-
istrators within the meaning of Section lo-153b of the Connecticut
General Statutes, but who are not affiliated with CFSA or CSFT or
CEA, and;

(b) have on file with the Connecticut State Department of
Education (Education Department) the name of their statutory agent
for service of process pursuant to Section lo-153i  of the
Connecticut General Statutes;
The Commissioner of the Connecticut State Department of Education.

By letter dated November 14, 1988, CEA certified to the Labor Board
that it had mailed notice pursuant to paragraphs one (1) through five (5) of
the Order of Notice. Following the issuance of the notice the following
respondents entered appearances and evidenced an intention to participate in
these proceedings:



In Support of the Petitioner

CONNECTICUT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
By: Ronald Cordilico, Esq.

CONNECTICUT STATE FEDERATION OF
TEACHERS
By: James C. Ferguson, Esq.

CONNECTICUT FEDERATION OF SCHOOL
ADMINISTRA'IYXS,  AFL<10
By: Joel Ellis, Esq., and

William S. Zeman, Esq.

In Opposition to the Petitioner

CHESHIRE BOARD OF EDUCATION and
SEYMOUR BOARD OF EDUCATION
Siegel, O'Connor, Schiff,

Zangari & Kainen, P.C.
By: Frederick L. Dorsey, Esq.

CONNECTICUT ASSOCIATION OF BOARDS
OF EDUCATION

Terry P. Cassidy, Executive Director

CONNECTICUT ASSOCIATION OF SCHCXXS
ADMINISTRA'IORS,  INC. (CASA)

Sullivan, Lettick & Schoen
By: Thomas N. Sullivan, Esq.

ENFIELD BOARD OF EDUCATION,
SOUTH WINDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION,
STAMFORD BOARD OF EDUCATION,
WEST HARTFORD BOARD OF EDUCATION,

.WINDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION
Shipman & Goodwin
By: Thomas B. Mooney, Esq.

GRANBY BOARDOF EDUCATION
Ralph Wallace, Supt. of Schools

WEST HAVEN BOARD OF EDUCATION
By: Ruth C. Brufsky, Esq.

Thereafter, certain interested individuals proposed by correspondence
to present a legislative history purportedly dispositive of the issues
before us. Rather than examine the information tendered ex parte prior to a
hearing on the merits , and in order to comply with C.G.S. Section 4-181,
Board Agent John W. Kingston at our direction, provided copies to all
litigants for their examination prior to its tender for introduction into
evidence. As a result, CEA filed a motion to exclude the information on
December 14, 1988. We overruled the notion to exclude at the initial hear-
ing in this cause on January 25, 1989, and all similar complaints addressing
substantially the same issues were consolidated. The parties were able to
stipulate to a number of exhibits presented for our examination. Further
proceedings were held on March 13, 1989, and depositions were conducted by
agreement of the parties on April 6 and 13, 1989. Briefs were filed on June
9, 1989.

The petition presents the following questions:

1. Are the time and location for the scheduling of professional
development activities which count toward CEU credit, a
mandatory subject of negotiation?

2. Is it a mandatory subject of negotiations whether attendance
at professional development activities which count toward CEU
credit is mandatory or voluntary?

3. Is the time and location of professional development
activities that count for CEU's  a mandatory subject for
negotiation when attendance is voluntary?
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4. Is it a mandatory subject of negotiations that a board of
education provide a certain number of CEXI equivalents per
year?

5. Is it a mandatory subject for negotiations that a board
*provide alternate professional activities which count toward

CEU credit for teachers who are absent on days when the board
is providing for such activities?

It is the position of CF.A that numerous local boards of education have
refused to bargain over the time and location of CEU activities, that there
is a substantial and immediate threat to the rights protected by the
Connecticut Labor Relations Statutes, and that such activities are mandatory
subjects of bargaining.

It is the position of respondents that the questions presented for
decision have been removed from the scope of mandatory bargaining by the
express terms of Public Act 88-273, which is further borne out by the
legislative history and circumstances surrounding that.act.

Upon completion of the transcripts, the Labor Board met to deliberate
the case on August 2, and 30, 1989. On the basis of the record presented,
we make the following decision and declaratory ruling.

Discussion

The pivotal question raised by the present petition concerns whether
time and location of CEU credits are mandatory+subjects of bargaining. The
Teacher Negotiation Act (TNA)  invests the Labor Board  with the authority and
responsibility to determine what subjects are mandatory, permissive and
illegal subjects of bargaining between school boards and organizations
possessing the status of exclusive bargaining representative of professional
employees. Sections lo-153a(a),  lo-153e(b)(4),  and lo-153e(c)(3).  Connec-
ticut State Board of Labor Relations v. Board  of Education, 177 Conn. 68,
411 A.2d  28 (1979); Cheshire Board of Education, Decision No. 2153, (1982).
Mandatory subjects of bargaining are those about which the TNA requires the
parties to bargain in good faith. The watershed decision governing scope of
bargaining disputes is West Hartford Education Assn., Inc. v. DeCourcy, 162
Corm.  566 (1972). The import of DeCourcy is that under the TNA, a proposal
which concerns a non-mandatory subject of bargaining may not be submitted to
interest arbitration for a decision by an arbitrator. Submission is limited
to mandatory subjects. Mandatory subjects of bargaining by statute encom-
pass "salaries, hours, and other conditions of employment." C.G.S. lo-153d
(b)  l Accordingly, we have issued numerous decisions acknowledging that
certain subjects comprised a portion of the mandatory and mutual duty to
negotiate. See, Darcy,  Foy, James b Kingston, Connecticut Labor Relations
Statutes and Decisions: Differences From Federal Law, 9 Conn. L. Rev. 4
(1977) at p. 536, note 105.

The DeCourcy case recognizes that there exists an undefined area in
which educational policy overlaps inextricably with the conditions of
employment. Under these circumstances, we will weigh whether the proposal
in issue goes to the "core of entrepreneurial control," that is, a subject
over which educational administrators as a matter of managerial prerogative
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must be able to decide free from a duty to bargain, even though it may have
an effect on wages, hours, and other conditions of employment. Since
DeCourcy,  we have closely followed decisions of the NLRB when considering
questions concerning the scope of bargaining. The NLRB, as noted by the
Connecticut Supreme Court in DeCourcy,  supra, has steadily expanded the
number of items which fall within the scope of mandatory bargaining. This
is in marked contrast to an earlier era in which managerial prerogative was
the rule and was vigorously asserted in support of the purportedly inherent
rights of management and in furtherance of a narrow scope of bargaining.
Cur Supreme Court has also recognized that the advent of public sector
collective bargaining and the labor laws associated with its implementation
"divest boards of education of some of the discretion which they otherwise
could exercise." In Town of East Haven, Decision No. 1279 (1975) we
observed:

As BeCourcy recognizes there is an area of overlap between what
have traditionally been thought managerial functions and what
concerns conditions of employment for the employees. In drawing
the line within that area between those items that must be
bargained over and those which the employer may act on without
bargaining, a balance must be struck. And in striking it the
tribunal should consider, we believe, the directness and the depth
of the item's impingement on conditions of employment, on the one
hand, and; on the other hand, the extent of the employer's need
for unilateral action without negotiation in order to serve or
preserve an important policy decision committed by law to the
employer's discretion.

East Haven at p. 6

Another factor recognized by the Connecticut Supreme Court relevant to
a determination of whether a given subject is a mandatory subject of bar-
gaining in DeCourcy was the history and custom of the industry in collective
bargaining:

There [is another factor] which we must consider in order to
determine if an item falls within the scope of negotiability.
The National Labor Relations Board and the courts in interpreting
the federal labor act have frequently turned to the history and
custom of the industry in collective bargaining. In holding that
the contracting-out of work is a mandatory subject of collective
bargaining, the Supreme Court of the United States stated that
"[wlhile  not determinative, it is appropriate to look to
industrial practices in appraising the propriety of including a
particular subject within the scope of mandatory bargaining....
Industrial experience is not only reflective of the interests of
labor and management in the subject matter but it is also
indicative of the amenability of such subjects to the collective
bargaining process.l( Fibreboard Paper Products Corporation v.
N.L.R.B., supra, 211. The United States Supreme Court, in the
Fibreboard case, observed that provisions concerning the
contracting-out of work exist in many contracts and that the
subject is the basis of many grievances.

DeCourcy, at p. 584.
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Accordingly, we have answered numerous questions posed to us which have been
determined under this analysis. Foy and Moskowitz, Connecticut Labor
Relations Law: Recent Developments In An Evolving Identity, 17 Conn. L. Rev.
No. 2 at pp. 278-279, note 151,.(1985).

While the DeCourcy/East  Haven balancing test remains our primary mode
of analysis , as the state agency charged with responsibility for
interpretation and enforcement of the state labor statutes vis-a-vis other
statutes drawn into issue, we have recognized that we must balance and
effectuate a multitude of public policies which various statutes seek to
prmte. In this regard we have observed in Connecticut State Council of
AFSA Locals, AFL-CIO, Decision No. 2225, (1983):

Aside from what the duty to bargain in labor relations statutes
may otherwise require, both this Labor Board, other labor boards
and courts have recognized that the borders of negotiability are
scnnetimes affected or fixed by statutes other than the labor rela-
tions statutes themselves and that these other statutes must be
accorded their intended force and effect. [citations omitted].

. ..In approaching this task, we must be careful as the admin-
istrative agency charged with the enforcement and interpretation
of the Negotiations Act, that we do not act with a myopic view of
the statutes as a whole. Rather, we must and shall proceed with
full awareness of the presumption that the Legislature enacts
statutes in view of other existing statutes and that when viewed
together, the set of state statutes as a whole are intended to be
read so as to make one consistent body of law. Budkofsky v.
Commissioner of Motor Vehicles, 177 Conn. 588 (1979) and cases
cited therein.

x x x

The Labor Board has been given the statutory responsibility of
assuring the integrity of the collective bargaining process in a
wide range of differing contexts. Assuring that integrity includes
displaying a sensitive concern for the public policies which the
legislature has adopted in each of these varying contexts. We must
balance awareness of the requirements of collective bargaining with
the attainment of the substantive goals required 'by  other relevant
and applicable legislation. The above opinion reflects such a
balancing; legislative purposes are respected, both in education
and in collective bargaining , and an optimal and coherent
resolution of a congerie of purposes is struck.

Connecticut State Council of AFSA Locals, AFL-CIO, at
PO 5; Aff'd in Connecticut Education Assn. v. State
Board of Labor Relations, 5 Conn. App. 253 (1985).

Accordingly, we have recognized historically that the legislature has by
statute expressly removed from the scope of bargaining, certain subjects
which might otherwise be characterized as mandatory. In some instances
these subjects are made to be permissive. That is, they may be bargained on
a discretionary basis between the parties. In other instances, an express
statutory prohibition may make certain proposals illegal subjects of
bargaining. A subject of bargaining may also be found to be illegal if it
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would result in a contractual provision which would be contrary to other
state or federal law, or regulation. Cheshire Board of Education, Decision
No. 2153 (1982).

While labor statutes must be interpreted in light of other statutes, it
must not be forgotten that the labor statutes themselves express a
legislative policy. Thus, other statutes must be interpreted in light of
the labor statutes as well. This view was expressed by Judge Edwards, now
serving as Judge of the Federal District Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia in the law review article, The Emerging Duty to Bargain, 71
Mich. L. Rev. 885 (1973) where he noted:

In states such as Michigan, New York, Pennsylvania, Connecticut
and Wisconsin, the trend toward the use of private sector principles
to guide the development of labor'relations in the public sector is
accelerating. . . . . . . .

. ..There is a dawning realization that public employees are
primarily employees and only secondarily government employees.
Therefore, they should be denied bargaining rights available to
other employees only when there are con@ling  governmental‘or
public policy reasons for such restrictions. . . . .

x x x
. ..Clearly.  there are limitations on...the extent to which public
employees may determine, through the bargaining process, policies
which are matters in the domain of the community as a whole or its
elected representatives. But the legitimate expectations of public
employees should not be thwarted by mere platitudes. The determi-
nation that bargaining is not appropriate should be made only after
a searching examination of the competing policies involved.

71 Mich.  L. Rev. 932, 934.

A recent example of legislative construction of other statutes in light
of labor statutes is found in Horn v. Freedom of Information Commission, 16
conn. App. 49.* With this analytical approach in mind, we examine the
questions presented herein for decision.

* In Horn, the Court of Appeals determined that C.G.S. Section l-21i(b)
authorizing the Freedom of Information Commission in its sound discretion to
order appropriate relief upon the finding of a violation of its act, to be
limited by a pre-existing settlement agreement arising out of the grievance
and arbitration process which was entered into by the parties. The FOIC
order in Horn in essence overturned the full and final settlement reached by
the parties. Finding the FOX's order to constitute an abuse of discretion,
the Court of Appeals noted: "The FOX's interference with this 'favored
means of settling differences'; Board of Education v. AFSCME, 195 Conn. 266,
270, 487 A.2d 553 (1985); was unwarranted. The FoIC's  Argument that public
employee collective bargaining agreements and grievance settlements cannot
supersede the provisions of the FOIA misses the mark. The agreement here
did not alter the disclosure requirements in any way. Rather, it limited
the remedial measures not directly related to disclosure of information
which are available to the FOIC upon a finding of a violation of the provi-
sions of the F0IA. Under these circumstances, the FOIC's  interference with
the private resolution of a dispute between the parties constituted an abuse
of discretion."
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The first argument advanced by CEA in support of its position is not
one of its own choosing, or even the primary argument it relies upon in its
petition. Instead, it is a response to the efforts very early in this
litigation of the respondents to introduce evidence of the meetings and
discussions which took place in connection with P.A. 88-273, which were
known as the "Camp David" meetings. The Camp David meetings involved
interested public officials within the Department of Education, several
legislators, a number of professional educational associations, and
exclusive bargaining representatives of labor. The point is made by
Petitioner that since we originally overruled its motion to exclude this
evidence advanced by respondents relating to the developmental; though non-
legislative history of P.A. 88-273, that CEA is now compelled to argue the
"intent of the lobbyists" who participated therein. Having carefully
reflected upon this aspect of CEA's  argument alone, we are persuaded that in
retrospect, the evidentiary value of various draftsmen's efforts is at best
reflective only of this state of mind. As counsel for CEA correctly points
out, our task is not to divine the intent that existed within the minds of
the legislature, (much less the intent of various lobbyists), so much as the
intent of the language of the Statute itself. It should be said further
that as an administrative tribunal we have by practice relaxed the rules of
evidence in congruence with C.G.S. Section 4-178 and Section lo-153e-46  of
our own regulations in an effort to afford those who appear before us the
greatest opportunity to present their case. However, we have never adopted
the position that any decision that we may reach could either be predicated
upon hearsay or be fundamentally violative of basic evidentiary safeguards
upon which our adversary system is predicated. In this instance, it is
clear from the evidence offered of the "Camp David meetings" of individuals
who are purported to have fashioned the statutes in issue, that the motion
to exclude must upon reconsideration be sustained. If we were to give any
weight whatsoever to the "Camp David" testimony, then we would be permitting
interested parties, litigants, and lobbyists to do that which even members
of our General Assembly are forbidden to do by the courts. As to occur-
rences at legislative public hearings, these are not admissible as a means
of interpreting a legislative act and may not be considered. Hartford
Electric Light Co. v. Water Resources Commission, 162 Conn. 89, 98 (1971).
Therefore, all evidence relating to the developmental processes and
activities which purportedly took place regarding P.A. 88-273 shall be
excluded and will provide no basis for reliance in reaching our decision.

Having disposed of this threshold issue , we proceed to the paramount
argument asserted by CEA that P.A. 88-273 is clear on its face and that no
reason exists to go beyond the wording of the statute itself in ascertaining
that the legislature intended for time and location of CEXJ activities to be
mandatory subjects of bargaining. It is a fundamental tenet of our
judicially sanctioned method of statutory interpretation that the wording of
a statute is presumed to express the intent of the legislature: Ganin v.
Roberts, 204 Conn. 760. 763, 529 A.2d 194 (1987): Orticelli'v. Powers, 197
Conn. 9; 13, 495 A.2d i023 (1985). . ..

CEA seeks to establish by comparison with the wording of C.G.S. lo-151
(d) that Public Act 88-273 should be interpreted as requiring mandatory
bargaining over time and location of CEUs. C.G.S. Section 10-151(d)
concerns layoff procedures and was determined by us previously as being a
mandatory subject of bargaining in Connecticut State Council of AFSA Iocals,
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AFLXIO,  Case No. TDR-7161 (1983), aff'd at Connecticut Education Associa-
tion v. State Board of Labor Relations, 5 Conn. App. 253 (1985), ("AFSA").
It is because of this prior determination that the analogy is drawn.

In making the comparison between P.A. 88-273 and C.G.S. Section lo-151
(d), CEA sets forth the following:

lo-151d

INDIVIDUAL, CONTRACTS . . .
TOBE TERMINATED

P.A. 88-273

TIME AND LOCATION . . .

- shall be made in " - shall be made in
accordance with accordance with

- either (A) a provision
for a layoff procedure
agreed upon

- either an agreement

- by the board of education
and the exclusive employ-
ees' representative
organization

- between the board of
education and the ex-
elusive bargaining
unit pursuant to said
section lo-153b

- or, (B) in the absence
of such an agreement,

- or, in the absence
of such agreement or
to the extent such
agreement does not
provide for the time
and location of all
such activities,

- a written policy of
the board of education."

- in accordance with a
determination by the
board of education."

From this comparison we are asked to conclude that the statute intended
for time and location of CEUs  to be mandatory subjects of bargaining. This
argument is further bolstered by the assertion that time and location, like
layoff procedures in Connecticut State Council of AFSA, supra, are consid-
ered to be mandatory SubJects  of bargaining under general concepts of labor
law following the reasoning of that case.

Moreover, CEA argues that time and location are covered under the
"hours" provision of C.G.S. lo-153d  (b) as modified by P.A. 87-250 which
specifically made non-instructional time a mandatory subject of bargaining.
(Petitioner's brief at p. 14). While we agree that teacher certification
requirements, their scheduling and location are important conditions of
employment, for the reasons set forth below, we believe that their relation-
ship to the amendatory language of P.A. 87-250 is linked to non-student
contact time only when attendance is required.

.
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Our Supreme Court articulated the methodology for statutory
construction in Wethersfield Board of Education v. Connecticut State Board
of Labor Relations, et al, 201 Conn. 685 (1986) at 690:

"The fundamental objective of statutory construction is to
ascertain and give effect to the'apparent intent of the legis-
lature.... In seeking to discern this intent, we look to the
words of the statute itself . ..to the legislative history and
circumstances surrounding the enactment of the statute...to
legislative practice and policy . ..and to judicial construction."
State v. Kozlowski, 199 Conn. 667, 673-74, 509 A.2d 20 (1986),
and cases cited therein.

Applying this standard to the Teacher Evaluation Act, C.G.S. Sec. lo-151b,
in Wethersfield, supra, the Supreme Court noted that the term "negotiations"
possessed a special meaning within the context of labor relations statutes,
and that by substituting the words "mutual assent," the legislature
expressly intended to remove teacher evaluations from a mandatory to a
permissive subject of bargaining.

We note that Wethersfield had been decided significantly in advance of
P.A. 88-273. Under J. M. Lynne Co. v. Geraghty, 204 Conn. 361 at 373 (1987)
we must presume as a rule of construction that the legislature knew of the
special construction of C.G.S. lo-151b by the Supreme Court vis-a-vis the
labor relations statutes in Wethersfield, and could have expressly employed
the term "negotiate" if it had intended that time and location of CEXs  be
mandatory subjects of bargaining. Having failed to do so, it would appear
to be reasonable to conclude that the legislature intended otherwise. The
precise language is stated in the alternative. That is, time and location
shall be made in accordance with either an agreement between the board of
education and exclusive bargaining unit representative, or in the absence of
such an agreement, in accordance with a determination ofthe board of
education. Respondents argue , and we believe correctly, that the General
Assembly patently and unambiguously intended to make time and location
permissive subjects of bargaining. Not only is the term "negotiate"
conspicuously absent, but the literal interpretation states that in the
absence of an agreement, the board of education shall make a determination.

CEA argues, however, that our decision in AFSA, supra, concerned
similar conjunctive language and that we concluded that reductions in force
and'layoffs were mandatory subjects of bargaining. While CEA is correct in
this limited respect, we believe the analogy ends there. As we said in the
same case, a more global analysis of the comprehensive statutory scheme is
essential,to a determination of the public policy to be advanced.

The Supreme Court in Wethersfield went beyond an examination of the
words of the statute to an analysis of the related statutory scheme. The
question presented for decision in Wethersfield concerned whether teacher
evaluations were subject to collective bargaining. The Court noted that a
subsequent amendment to the Teacher Evaluation Act created a panel to
formulate an evaluation scheme which would be logically inconsistent with an
intention that the parties collectively bargain over such activities. This
obviously contradictory provision confirmed for the Supreme Court the
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intention of the legislature was that evaluations be removed from the scope
of mandatory bargaining.

By applying the same methodology we conclude that the comprehensive
statutory scheme of the Teacher Enhancement Act effectively removed time and
location of CEUs  from the scope of mandatory bargaining. First, in AFSA we
determined that the duty to bargain arose from the impact of the managerial
decision to lay off certain school administrators. In the current case we
must examine the possible impacts that arise in relation to a statutory
change in the pre-existing professional accreditation requirements, which
require further work on the part of CEA members in order to maintain their
professional licensure. Obvious impacts include the cost of acquiring CEUs,
their time, and their availability.

Respondents direct our attention to the Connecticut Supreme Court's
analysis of the purpose of the Act when considering CEA's challenge to its
constitutionality in Connecticut Education Association, Inc. v. Tirozzi, 210
Conn. 286, 292 (1989):

The provisions for the exchange of certificates and for the contin-
uing education were enacted as part of a comprehensive legislative
package intended to upgrade public education in this state. A
major purpose of the act was to attract a greater number of quali-
fied people to enter and to remain in the teaching profession.
Recognizing the importance of higher salaries to the achievement
of this goal, the legislature offered state money to each local
and regional school district so that new teachers could be hired
at a "state designated target minimum salary." General Statutes
(Rev. to 1989) Sec. 257a(e),  lo-257b.  Further funding was pro-
vided to school districts so they could increase the salaries of
experienced teachers , address the problem of crowded classrooms,
provide mentor and assessor programs and otherwise enhance their
general educational offerings. General Statutes (Rev. to 1989)
Sec. lo-257c,  lo-257d,  10-257s. In return for these financial
enhancements of the teaching profession as a whole, individual
teachers are being required to improve their own teaching skills
by completing 9 CEU within 5 teaching years after they receive
their new professional educational certificates in July, 1989.

The court further noted at footnote 7 regarding the express provisions
in issue in their predecessor form:

The state and the local or regional boards of education will share
the cost of offering the CEUs and each local or regional board
must make available within their district no fewer than 18 units
per year. The teachers and their collective bargaining repre-
sentatives will have input into the choice of the subject matter,
time and location of the classes. Conn. Gen. Stat. (Rev. to 1989)
Sec. 145b(l)(l). For those who must exchange certificates, the
State even waives the $15 application fee, Sec. lo-145b(p).

210 Conn. at 292, fn. 7

The enactment of P.A. 88-273 essentially changed "input" to the current
conjunctive language of an agreement or, in the absence thereof, a policy of
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the board of education. The logical inferences to be drawn from these
observations are two fold. First, that the legislation, through the
mandatory requirement that local boards offer 18 CEUs per year at no cost to
teachers eliminated the impact of cost while providing local availability.
Moreover, the requirement that teachers complete 9 CEUs  within a five year
period provides substantial time and flexibility in order to schedule and
complete the required units. As the Supreme Court expressly noted in
Tirozzi, supra:

. . . the only burden that the act imposes upon teachers already
holding standard or permanent teaching certificates is the
successful completion of the CEUs. (emphasis supplied)

Since CEA members must hold a certificate to continue to be members of
the bargaining unit we conclude based upon the Supreme Court's analysis,
that the impacts which would have otherwise ensued from the challenged
legislation have in fact been accommodated. Secondly, the most recent
modifications of P.A. 88-273 essentially transform time and location from
illegal to permissive subjects of bargaining.

Petitioner cites certain other statutory examples which it argues
illustrate analogously that time and location of CEUs  are mandatory subjects
of bargaining. Indeed, C.G.S. lo-153d(b)  and S.B.1031 clearly dichotomize
between certain subjects related to hours as to which are permissive and
which are not. Furthermore, C.G.S. 10-220(d) illustrates that instances
exist where the General Assembly has by subsequent enactment removed all
doubt regarding the negotiability of certain discretionary subjects such as
mentor-assessor programs. Our analysis would be shallow indeed if it were
limited to a mere analysis of the statutory verbiage blind to the purpose
and function of the statutes in issue. Thus, for the reasons set forth
above we make the following determination:

Declaratory Ruling

By virtue of and pursuant to the powers vested in the Connecticut State
Board of Labor Relations by the Teacher Negotiation Act, it is hereby

DECLARED, that

.l. Time and location for the scheduling of professional development
activities which count toward CEU credit are permissive subjects of
bargaining, having been removed from the scope of mandatory bargaining by
statute.

2. lo the extent that attendance at professional development
activities is a mandatory subject of negotiations pursuant to P.A. 87-250'
which provides for bargaining over teacher non-student contact work time, it
is a mandatory subject of bargaining. To the extent it does not involve
non-student contact work time, it is a permissive subject of bargaining.

3. Time and location of professional development activities that count
for CEUs  is a permissive subject of bargaining when attendance is voluntary
since such voluntary attendance is clearly outside the scope of non-student
contact work time as contemplated by P.A. 87-250.
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4. It is a permissive subject of negotiations that a board of
education provide more than the minimum 18 hours of professional development
activities required by C.G.S. 10-145(1)(l). It is an illegal subject of
bargaining to negotiate fewer than 18 professional development hours per
year

5. Since time and location of professional development activities are
permissive subjects of bargaining , alternate professional activities which
count toward CEU credit for teachers who are absent on days when the board
is providing such activities are also permissive, a board of education being
under no obligation to bargain over alternate CEU activity times.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS

Patricia V. Low, Chairman

Craig Shea

Susan R. Meredith

To:

Ronald Cordilico, Esq.
Connecticut Education Association
Burnside School
31 School Street
East Hartford, Ct. 06108

Patrice McCarthy, Attorney
Ct. Association of Boards of Education
309 Franklin Avenue
Hartford, Ct. 06114

Thomas B. Mooney, Esq.
Shipman  & Goodwin
799 Main Street
Hartford, Ct. 06103

Joel Ellis, Esq.
18 North Main Street
West Hartford, Ct. 06107

Fred Dorsey, Esq.
Siegel, O'Connor & Kainen
370 Asylum Street
Hartford, Ct. 06103
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Ruth C. Brufsky, Attorney
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Thomas N. Sullivan, Esq.
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James Ferguson, Esq.
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Peter A. Janus, Esq.
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Michael Foley, Esq.
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